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I-Share Resource Sharing Committee Meeting

2/10/2011

CARLI Offices

Members Attending: Marilyn Clay (Oakton Community College), Susan Duncan (University of Illinois,

Urbana-Champaign), Li Fu (Chicago State University), Pam Greenlee (Olivet Nazarene University), Dallas Long

(Illinois State University), Amanda Musacchio (Adler School of Professional Psychology), Rachelle Stivers

(Heartland Community College), Kathy Willis (Elmhurst College),

Members Absent: Dan Patterson (Chicago School of Professional Psychology)

Staff Attending: Lorna Engels, Mel Farrell

Guest: Howard Carter (IUG Liaison)

The Resource Sharing Committee met in the morning with IUG.

Announcements

CARLI Office Report

Covered in the morning meeting with IUG.

Delivery and communication with Lanter went well during the blizzard when many schools closed.

Is there a better way to find contact information than on the wiki?  With standardization of loan periods and

renewal there is less need to consult the wiki.  Links will be added to the wiki going to the institution’s web site

and also to their staff directory.

How to encourage the loaning of AV materials among I-Share libraries?  As discussed with IUG about this in the

morning meeting, it will have to come from the Director’s level at each institution.  Wait and see what the CARLI

Board recommends.  Important to provide numbers to  those who don’t loan.  Some discussion of the many

issues surrounding streaming video in the future.

Concern about increases in Lost Item invoices: As discussed during the morning meeting with IUG, this is caused

by the recent standardization and should start falling off soon.

Text of courtesy notice to avoid patron confusion:  The text is set by each institution on individual computers, not
a universal change CARLI can make.  Notice of the recommend text and a reminder that notices go to all I-

Share patrons, not just a particular institution’s patron will be posted to the Resource Sharing List and Liaison

List.  This will also be posted on the Circulation Tips wiki.

Spring Webinar: Staff from Illinois Eastern University and Olivet have agreed to talk.  All Resource Sharing

Committee members can also contribute and should send Mel electronic copies of training documents and/or

links to URLs.  Mel will be the moderator.



Tasks assigned:

CARLI staff will make changes to Wiki contact information

CARLI staff will post information and text related to courtesy notices on the Circulation Tips wiki.

CARLI staff will send information and text related to courtesy notices to the Resource Sharing and Liaison list
serves.

Committee members will provide electronic copies and URLs  related to the Spring Webinar on training to Mel.

Meeting dates:

Next meeting: March 10, 2011, conference call (note we will not be using VoIP because of continuing
problems).  Possible topics for next meeting: standardization of lost processing; ebook borrowing.
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